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2018 Ball Hockey Rules 
 
 

I. League Registration and Fees:   

 
Teams are registered on a first-come, first-serve basis; 100% Arlington teams get priority.  A team must 
consist of 66% Arlington residents. A team fee is necessary to hold position in league and will be refunded 
only if the team is not offered a position in the league.  Teams dropping out of the league will forfeit their 
registration fees. All non-residents of Arlington County and Arlington business residents will be subject to a fee 
of $30.00.  (Proof of residency or employment must be provided.) 

 

II. Equipment:  
 
All participants are required to wear flat sole, non-marking shoes (no molded/turf cleats).  Shoes must be 
cleaned of all outside debris before entering playing surface.  Players are required to wear shin guards.  
Although they are not required, protective gloves, mouth guards and/or helmets are STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED for participation in this league.   Teams are required to wear shirts of the same color/ shade 
(including goalkeeper).  If both teams wear the same color jersey, the “Away” team shall change into an 
alternate color shirt or wear pinnies.  Jersey numbers are strongly encouraged; please include the jersey 
number on the team’s online roster.  All sticks must be taped with white tape only. 

 

III. Players & Rosters:  
 
Male players may only appear on one roster for each day’s leagues (A or B league but not both).  Female 
players may appear on two rosters for the same day, as long as they are in different divisions (one team in 
each of the A and B leagues).  Goalkeepers can be shared among the different teams.  Changes to the roster 
will be permitted up to the start of the team’s third game.  Failure to comply will result in forfeiture of all 
games played with illegal player(s).  Players may be added after the third game in case of injury or dropped 
players, with the advance approval of the league commissioner.  A roster check is mandatory before each 
playoff game, and will be conducted before any regular-season game at the request of a captain or player.  
Players must provide ID to be checked against the team roster.  Any player not on the roster will be considered 
a sub, as discussed in section IV below.     
 

IV. Substitute Players: 
 
Regular Season - Teams in need of players for a game can borrow players from other teams only with advance 
consent from the opposing team, and only if the player(s) is/are listed on an Arlington County league team 
roster. For the regular season, both male and female “non-roster” subs (subs who are not listed on a team’s 
roster) are allowed.  All non-roster substitute players must be announced to the referee and the opposing team 
before the game starts; failure to announce subs in advance is grounds for forfeiting the game. The opposing 
team may approve or disallow the non-roster substitute players, at its discretion.  The referee may overrule an 
opposing team’s refusal to allow a substitute if that substitute would provide no more than one sub during the 
game, would not increase the number of the team’s players to more than the opposing team’s players, and in 
the opinion of the referee the sub is not a highly skilled player or “ringer.”  
Playoffs - For the playoffs, only female and goalie non-roster subs may be used; male players may not sub. 
Female subs must be requested at least 24 hours in advance of the game start time If the opposing captain 
does not agree, the sub may not play.  Non-roster goalie non-roster subs must follow the same pre-game 
procedure as for the regular season, above.   
Roster Check - During the playoffs or at any game when requested by a captain or a referee, all players must 
provide ID to be compared to the team roster.   
 

V. Goalies:    
 
All goalkeepers must where a full helmet with a cage that covers the entirety of their head and face.  Old style 
masks (Jason Style) are not allowed to be worn in goal.  Goalkeepers may be shared amongst the different 
teams. 
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VI. League Point System: 
 
Win = 2 points 
Tie = 1 point 
Loss = 0 points 
Overtime Loss = 1 point 

 
Overtime - Regular Season League games that end in a tie after regulation play will have a single 5-minute 
sudden death overtime period.  If there is no score, the game will end in a tie.  First round and/or quarter-final 
playoff games will have a 10-minute sudden death overtime period (clock stops for the last 5 minutes).  In 
semi-final and championship games, there will be two 10-minute sudden death overtime periods (clock stops 
for the last 5 minutes of the second overtime).   
 
Shootouts - In the playoffs, if the game is still tied after the required overtime(s), there will be a 3-player 
shoot-out.  The shoot-out will consist of three (3) shooters selected by the captain before the shoot-out begins.  
One of the first three shooters must be a female.  If the shoot-out is tied at the end of the 3 player cycle, a 
sudden death shoot-out will take place.  In a sudden death shoot-out, the shooters must rotate 1 male and 1 
female.  Before a shooter can take a second turn, every player present on the specific team must have taken a 
turn in the shoot-out (this includes the first round of original three shooters).  Once every woman on the team 
has taken a shot on net, the team may recycle the women shooters, even if all the male shooters have not 
taken a turn. 
 

 

VII. Division Standings Tie: 
 
Any division that ends the regular season teams tied in the standings will be subject to the following tie-
breaking system: 

  
 Step 1:  Comparison of head-to-head record (in cases of two-way tie) 

Step 2:  Most wins 
Step 3:  Comparison of ties v OT losses (a tie beats an OT loss, if total points are the same) 

 Step 4:  Comparison of goal differential in head-to-head games. 
 Step 5:  Comparison of “goals against” during the season. 
 

VII. Game Schedule and Make-up Games: 
 
If a team is unable to play a scheduled game, the opposing team is granted a 3-0 victory.  In the event of 
extreme circumstances, a game may be rescheduled by the League Commissioner.  Rescheduled games could 
be played any day of the week or teams may have to play two games in one day.  Teams requesting a 
reschedule must contact the league commissioner and the opposing captain in advance. 

 

VIII. No Shows/Forfeitures: 
 
If a team does not play a scheduled game the opposing team will be awarded a 3-0 victory.  No reschedule will 
be given.  A forfeit will occur if a team does not have the minimum number of players on the court ready to 
play within 10 minutes after the scheduled start of the game (10-Minute Rule).  This time will be subtracted 
from the first half.  The 10-Minute Rule is defined as: At 1 minute past the scheduled start of the game 
(according to the clock in the Barcroft lobby), the game clock starts running. For every 3 minutes on the game 
clock the team that does not have enough players on the court to start the game, 1 goal will be granted to the 
opposing team. If the score reaches 3-0 (i.e. after 9 minutes have run off the game clock), the game is ruled as 
a forfeit by the team that has not had enough players to start the game. Either or both team(s) may use their 
allotted 2-minute time-out for the game to stop the game clock once it has started. 

 

IX. Sportsmanship Rule:   
 
When a team is down by ten (10) or more goals, that team has the option of having the other team play down 
one player.   
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X. Division Promotion/Relegation:   
 
The team that finishes in 1st place in the B league after the regular season and the team that finishes in 2nd 
place after the regular season OR the team that wins the post-season playoff (if not the regular season 1st or 
2nd place finisher) may register for and play in the A league for the following season.  (I.e., the top two B 
teams move to A).  The team that finishes in last place in the A division may move to the B division but is not 
required to do so.  This promotion policy will continue until there is an equal number of teams in A and B, at 
which time it will be reevaluated.  The league commissioner has discretion to modify promotion decisions if 
appropriate. 
 

XI. Inclement weather:   

 
The Arlington County Sports Division Inclement Weather Line is (703) 228-4715. 

 
 

RULES OF THE GAME 
  
1. Rosters/Players - For all divisions, a team must consist of five players, one of which is the goalkeeper; one 

player must be a woman.  If the goalkeeper is a woman, she is counted toward the minimum number of women 
required.  A minimum of 4 players is needed to start and continue a game.  At least one female player must be 
present to start all games. 
 

2. Substitutions - Substitutions may be made “on-the-fly” as long as the player is within the stick length of the 
team bench before a substitute player can come into the game.  A new goalkeeper can be substituted only 
during a stoppage of play and the team must notify the official that a goalkeeper change has been made. If a 
player entering the court attempts to play the ball with the hands, feet, or stick during the substitution, the 
team will be assessed a penalty for too many players on the court. 

 
3. Game Length - All 5 v 5 games will consist of three 15 minute periods.  The official time is a running clock; 

the clock will stop during a serious injury or upon official’s request.  For regular season games when the goal 
differential is 3 or less, the clock also will stop for all whistles in the final minute of the third period and the 
final minute of an overtime period. For playoff games when the goal differential is 3 or less, the clock also will 
stop after every whistle during the last two minutes of the third period and the last five minutes of an 
overtime period.  

 
4. Pre-game Meeting -  Referees will meet with both captains briefly before the game starts to confirm identity 

of captains, ask about substitute players, and highlight any rule issues.   
 
5. Interrupted Games - If a game is ended prematurely through no fault of either team (power outage, etc.), the 

score and time will be noted.  For any game ending earlier than five minutes into the 3rd period, the game will 
be rescheduled and will start from that point in the game, with the scoreboard reflecting the time of stoppage 
and the score at the time.  For any game ending later than five minutes into the 3rd period, the team leading at 
that point will be declared the winner and no makeup game will be played. 
 

6. Face-offs - Will start each stoppage in play.  If the ball clears the glass, the face-off will take place at the 
nearest face-off area from where the ball was last touched.  If the ball is clearly removed from the playing 
surface by the offensive team, the face off will go to mid-court.  The offensive zone is divided into two (2) 
halves by a green line in the offensive zone.  Face-offs will be determined as being "high" in the offensive zone, 
or "low" when a ball has been deflected out of play by the following:  
a.  If a ball is deflected in front of the green line (low) in the offensive zone by a defensive player, the 

faceoff will be in front of the green line. 
b.  If a ball is deflected behind or at the green line (high), the face-off will be behind the green line (halfway 

between the center line and green line) 
c. All face-offs after a penalty is called will take place "low" in the defensive zone of the penalized team, 

regardless of where the penalized team gained possession of the ball. 
d. The Center’s stick must be on the court and all other players’ sticks must be stationary before the ball will 

be dropped for a face-off. The teams will have a maximum of 15 seconds to make all line changes and set 
for face-off.  If there are no line changes, the ref will announce that teams must set, and then drop the 
ball.  All players must be one stick length from the face-off location.   
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7. Goal Crease Restrictions:  Offensive players may place their sticks, but not any part of their body, inside the 

crease area.  If an offensive player has any part of their body inside the crease, a crease violation will be 
called and the face-off will be held at the other end of the court. If a defensive player pushes or forces an 
offensive player into the crease and the offensive player makes a clear attempt to vacate, there is no crease 
violation. Goalies may not cover the ball behind the goal line if the ball is not within reach while he/she is in 
the crease.  If ball is behind goal, outside of the net, goalie cannot reach through the net to cover the ball.  
Referees have been instructed to blow the whistle when the ball has been stopped by the goalie or if the 
referee loses site of the ball while in the crease (this is to protect the safety of the goalie).  A goaltender may 
not leave his/her crease to join in any sort of physical altercation with an opposing player, or leave the crease 
to approach a ref/player in an aggressive manner. 

 
8. Passing the ball with the hands to a teammate is illegal if a player passes the ball forward in (or into) the 

offensive end of the floor and a teammate touches the ball before (1) the defensive team touches it or (2) the 
player moving the ball forward touches it.  This call will result in play being stopped and a faceoff in the guilty 
team's end of the floor.  If the player’s hand closes around the ball, the ball must drop down to his/her stick. 

 
9. Defense: Defense should be played similar to basketball.  A defensive player should guard a person with the 

ball by playing the ball, not the body.  When guarding players without the ball, defenders can use their body to 
gain position or move the player from in front of the net.  Never should an arm be extended to push off an 
opponent.  Sliding to block shots is not allowed.  A player who throws themselves in front of a player, or slides 
into a player, will be called for interference, even if the player makes contact with the ball first. 

 
10. The offense cannot score a goal by kicking the ball into the goal.  A player who kicks the ball on net and the 

ball strikes the goaltender and/or crosses the goal line, the play will be whistled dead and a face off brought 
back into the attacking team's defensive zone.  The same rule applies if a player intentionally directs the ball 
on net (striking the goaltender) or the ball crosses the goal line.  This is limited to a kicking motion, any 
deflection or non-intentional contact between ball and foot is not counted as “kicking.” 

 
11. Net displacement will result in a stoppage of play only if 1) the displacement is substantial (moved off the 

paint) and 2) cannot be corrected quickly by official.  
 

12. Sliding/Diving:  A player intentionally sliding/diving to block a shot or make a play on the ball, regardless of 
contact with another player, or making contact with the ball first, will be assessed a penalty.  Penalties can be 
2, 4, or 5 (major), depending on the severity of the infraction. 

 
13. Fouls and Misconduct: (note: If penalty is called on the goalkeeper, the captain can choose any player on the 

court at the time of the call to serve for the keeper.  If the goalkeeper is male, the player serving the penalty 
must also be male.)  

 
A player who receives a third penalty (major or minor) in one game will be ejected for the remainder of the 
game.  He/she can be substituted for; the team does not need to play down a player.  At the referee’s 
discretion, a player receiving a third penalty during the final period of the game can be suspended for the 
following game.  

 
Minor Penalties (2-minute penalties) (See additional minor penalties in appendix below) 

 Disputing an official's call after a warning has been given.  Official might ask player to sit out for a period 
of time, not giving the other team a power play. 

 Unnecessary roughness (can also be given a major if severe). 

 Hooking or slashing another player. 

 Stepping into an opponent who has the ball 

 Holding an opponent or an opponent's stick 

 Pushing an opponent (arms extended) 

 Delay of game (including deliberately displacing the goal post or holding the ball) 

 Checking an opponent  

 High-sticking is defined as the blade of the stick being raised above the level of the goal crossbar, to 
include slap shots.  The high-sticking penalty area range is 1 stick and a half length from the shooting 
player.  If the stick is knocked up (not lifted), it is the responsibility of the person in control of the stick to 
return it to a legal position as expeditiously as possible.   It will be the official’s discretion to judge if the 
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player could or could not stop the stick from going into an illegal position, as well as whether the stick was 
returned to a legal position expeditiously.  If the stick is lifted into a high-stick position by the defender, 
there will be a penalty on both players leading to a 4 v 4.  If no opposing player is within a stick and a half 
length of a player raising his stick above the crossbar, then no high-sticking penalty will be assessed. Stick 
lifts: If a player lifts an opponent’s stick above the crossbar on a stick lift, the player initiating the stick lift 
will be issued a penalty for high sticking.  

 Interfering with the progress of an opponent with out the puck. 

 Player that deliberately falls or gathers the ball into his/her body other than the goalkeeper.  

 Interference with the keeper is defined as contact with stick or body with the opponent’s goalkeeper. 

 Boarding - When a player "checks" an opposing player into the boards, whether the contact is intentional or 
accidental.  Can also be called as a major penalty with a game DQ depending on the severity. 

 A goaltender who leaves his/her crease to join in any sort of physical altercation with an opposing player, 
or leaves the crease and approaches a ref/player in an aggressive manner, will receive at minimum a 2-
minute minor penalty but up a game disqualification. 

 
Major Penalties (5 minute and/or game ejection) 

 Use of abusive, obscene, or profane language toward another player or official/staff member. 

 Banging the boards with a stick or any other instrument in a forceful manner. 

 Antagonizing an opponent into a penalty after receiving a warning. 

 Any act to purposely injure another player. 

 Player leaving the bench in at any time except for line changes. 

 Any punch shall result in a 5-minute major penalty, a game ejection, immediate removal from the Barcroft 
Sports and Fitness Center, and possible expulsion from further league participation upon review by the 
commissioner. 

 
14. A one game suspension will be given to a player whose behavior results in an ejection from a game.  If a 

player continues to break the Code of Conduct or commits egregious fouls or misconduct, that player may 
face further suspensions/ejection from the league.  The referee may waive the one-game suspension if the 
violation was for a single incident of profane language occurring during, not after, the game. 

 
15. Sticks:  If a stick is broken during play, the player must drop the stick immediately.  The player can retrieve 

another stick from his/her bench during play.  The stick will be removed during the next stoppage in play.  If a 
goalie drops his/her stick, a teammate is allowed to pick up and return the stick to the goalie while holding 
his/her own stick. 

 
16. A penalty begins to be served once the ball is dropped for the face-off after the penalty was called.  If the 

penalty expires during a stoppage in play, the player can return to play once the ball is dropped to resume 
play.  If a major penalty and a minor penalty are called on the same person at the same time, the major 
penalty (5-minutes) must be served first, no matter the order of the two penalties called.  

 
17. Referees will not stop play to explain a call in the middle of a period. If there is a question about a penalty 

call, the captain may approach the referee, preferably at the intermission, and ask for an explanation.  The 
captain is the only person who is allowed to discuss a call with the referee. If the goaltender on a team also 
serves as the team captain, the goaltender MUST select an acting team captain for the duration of the game. 
This designated player will be the only player allowed to discuss calls etc with the game officials.  If a player or 
captain will not line up for a faceoff after the referee has stated the ball is going to drop and play resume, a 
delay of game penalty can be assessed.  In speaking with the referee, captains shall not raise their voice, 
swear, or attempt to undermine the authority of the referee. 

 
18. Any spectator, player, coach, or other team member hitting, shoving, intimidating, or otherwise physically or 

verbally abusing a Gym Supervisor, Game Official, or another player, shall be immediately barred from further 
participation in league activities until formally reinstated by the league Commissioner, and will be immediately 
removed from the gym, balcony, and lobby area. This includes discussions, conversations, and comments 
before, during, or after any games while in the immediate vicinity of the Barcroft facility.   If an issue arises 
during a game, the captain is the only person allowed to discuss it with the official, and only during 
intermission.  Any complaints against a game official shall be made in writing to the league Commissioner 
within one week of the alleged incident, and should include the alleged incident in detail as well as any 
witnesses. 
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19. Each season, a record will be kept of players who received 10-minute misconducts.  Players who receive two 
(2) ten-minute misconducts in one season will be suspended for one game.  If a player receives three or more 
game misconducts in a season they will be suspended for 3-4 games, to be determined by the league 
commissioner with input from the referees and team captains.  Match Penalties will be reviewed by the league 
commissioner and punishment determined based on the specific situation. 

 
20. Penalty Shots: Player fouled must take the penalty shot if the goal is deliberately moved during a breakaway, 

throwing a stick, and fouling from behind.  Captains can designate a player for the penalty shot if anybody 
other than the goalkeeper falling on the ball in the crease or picking up the ball in the crease.  

 
21. Players may not change clothes or shoes or congregate in the Arlington Mill lobby.  Locker rooms should be 

used for changing clothes.  The lobby area must be kept easily accessible for other Arlington Mill users. 
 
22. The use of tobacco, alcoholic beverage or other illegal substances is prohibited in the facility.  All participants 

are cautioned that even the appearance of being under the influence of an intoxicating or illegal substance, 
including the sensory detection of prior use of such a substance, at any league activity shall be sufficient cause 
for the immediate suspension of the offending person and his/her removal from the facility. 

  
23. Any deliberate destruction of center equipment or facility could result in a fine to the player and/or team for 

the replacement cost.   
 

CODE OF CONDUCT 
 

All players are expected to abide by the following code of conduct to stay in good standing: 
 

1. Respect the game, play fairly, and follow its rules and regulations. 
2. Show respect for authority to the game officials and league employees. 
3. Demonstrate good sportsmanship before, during, and after games. 
4. Be courteous to opposing teams and treat all players with respect. 
5. Be modest when successful and gracious in defeat. 
6. Respect the privilege of the use of public facilities. 
7. Refrain from the use of drugs, tobacco, alcohol, and abusive language. 
8. Teams are responsible for the conduct of their players and spectators. 

 

APPENDIX - MINOR PENALTIES 
 

 ABUSE OF OFFICIALS: Any player who challenges or disputes the rulings of any Official during a game 

 BOARDING: any player who checks an opponent in such a manner that causes the opponent to be thrown in the 
boards 

 BROKEN STICK:  

 A player whose stick is broken may participate in the game provided he/she drops the broken stick 
immediately 

 A player who has lost or broken her stick may only receive a stick at her own player’s bench or be handed 
on from a teammate on the court 

 A goalkeeper whose stick is broken or illegal may not go to the players’ bench for a replacement but must 
receive her stick from a teammate 

 CHARGING:  

 Any player who runs, jumps into, slides into or charges an opponent into the boards, into the goal 
frame, or in open court 

 An attacking player who initiates other than incidental contact with a goalkeeper, regardless of 
goalkeeper position 

 CLIPPING: The act of throwing the body, from any direction, across or below the knees of an opponent 

 CROSS-CHECKING: Any player who delivers a check with both hands on the stick, and extension of the arms 

 DIVING: Any player who attempts to draw a penalty by her actions 

 DELAY OF GAME:  

 Play shall not be stopped nor the game delayed by reasons of adjustments to clothing or equipment 

 Any player who deliberately shoots or bats the ball with his stick or his hands outside the playing area 

 Any player who deliberately displaces a goal post from its normal position 
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 A player, other than the goalkeeper, who deliberately falls on or gathers the puck into his body 

 Any player who holds, freezes, or plays the ball with her stick or body in such a manner as to 
deliberately cause a stoppage in play; except for the goalkeeper within her goal crease area, provided 
she is being checked by an opponent 

 A goalkeeper who deliberately drops the ball on the goal netting to cause a stoppage of play 

 Teams have 15 seconds to be ready to play at face-offs by having their players’ sticks down and 
stationary, and their bench door closed 

 If a defensive player shoots the ball out of play without the ball striking any part of a player, stick, or 
side glass, and the ball is entirely behind the goal line, an automatic 2-minute minor will be issued for 
delay of game  

 ELBOWING: Any player who extends her elbow in a manner to foul an opponent in a manner that may or may 
not cause injury 

 HIGH STICKS:  

 A player, other than the goalkeeper, who carries the blade of his stick above the height of the crossbar 

 A player, other than the goalkeeper, who does not attempt to control his stick after it was knocked up 
by an opponent, by either not resisting the force propelling the stick up, or by not returning the stick 
to a legal position as expeditiously as possible 

 A penalty for both players is issued when a stick is deliberately lifted, resulting in both sticks in an 
illegal position 

 HOLDING:  

 Any player who holds an opponent by using her hands, arms or legs 

 Any player who holds an opponent’s stick 

 HOOKING: A player who impedes the progress of an opponent by using his stick in a manner that enables him to 
restrain an opponent 

 INTERFERENCE:  

 Any player who interferes with or impedes the progress of an opponent who is not in possession of the 
puck 

 Any player who deliberately knocks a stick out of an opponent’s hand, or who prevents a player who 
has dropped her stick or any other piece of equipment from regaining possession of it 

 Any player on the players’ bench who, by means of his stick or body, interferes with the movements of 
the ball or any opponent on the ice during the progress of play 

 An attacking player who deliberately prevents the goalkeeper from returning to her crease area 

 A goalkeeper who deliberately interferes with an attacking player who is attempting to play the ball 

 PUSHING: Any player who extends his arms in a manner to foul an opponent in a manner that may or may not 
cause injury 

 SLASHING: Any player who impedes the progress of an opponent by swinging her stick at an opponent, whether 
contact is made or not 

 THROWING STICK: Any player on the court who throws his stick or any part thereof or any other object in the 
direction of the ball 

 TRIPPING: Any player who shall place her stick or any portion of her body in such a manner that it shall cause 
her opponent to trip and fall.  


